
Gemmayze Municipal Library

 The site provided for us to design a library in,
 raised several issues to be addressed. The
 most obvious is the Gemmayze atmosphere,
 which in many ways contrasts with the
conventional definition of a library. It is neces-

 sary to pull people into the library by creating
 an informal and casual atmosphere which
 inspired my large entrance that contains the
 café, the periodicals, and the circulation desk
 towards the end. Another issue to be
 addressed was the relationship between the
 library and the existing church which directly
 neighbors the plot. My reaction was to set
 the library back and create a glass atrium in
 front of it allowing the church’s apse to be
 seen in all its majesty through the library and
 from within. The glass atrium triggered an
 organization of spaces that led to including a
 ramp in the back defining the third space.
 Rotating the ramp created an exciting
 journey out of circulating it and influenced
 the glass atrium. I then placed a tower of
 books floating in the center of the atrium and
 parallel to the main street of Gemmayze.
 This tower is an unquestionable sign that this
 building is a library while the large, informal
 ground floor and its café welcome anyone
 into the structure. Standing in front of the
 library one sees a floating tower of books and
 the illusion of the entire building rotated
 around it. The library co-exists with the
 church, somewhat framing an elegant view
 of it but at the same time not tarnishing its
 presence in the urban fabric. Meanwhile the
 actual library,consisting of the reading areas
 sits peacefully between the ramp and the
 atrium consisting of the reading areas sits
peacefully between the ramp and the atrium
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